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Name:  
 
Year and line of study at KTH: 
 
5th year, chemistry 
 
Which university did you visit? (Name, city, state): 
 
Notre Dame, South Bend, Indiana.  
  
Time frame: 19 June – 27 August  
 
Visa type: J-1 
 
Insurance: Travel insurance AND local university visa  
 
Scholarship: From the university, 500 USD per week.  
 
Please write about your travel, internship and time in the U.S. by answering the questions 
below as detailed as possible, in 1-2 pages. You may answer in Swedish or English. 
 
Project description 
 
Can you describe the project you were working on? What subject area did it cover? How did the 
contact with the Professor/supervisor work? How long was an average day in the lab? 
 
I worked on the mechanism of selective catalytic reduction(SCR) used for abatement of NOx. Finding 
new catalysts was of central interest and discovering their function and behavior at various 
conditions was the main goal. The study was solely computational, using DFT to study both 
optimized structures of the catalytic framework and active sites as well as studying the dynamics of 
the reaction like process.    
 
My professor was very helpful and pedagogic while guiding me through the project. Since my stay 
coincided with the start of the semester, I also got to sit in on a lecture held by my professor in 
which he was really good. My supervisor, one of the PhD students, was very helpful and could 
always help me when I ran into problems. A normal workday lasted from 9 AM to 6 PM.   
 
What new things have you learned during the project? Was your prior knowledge sufficient for you 
to handle the tasks presented to you? How much responsibility were you given?  
 
I learned to implement quantum chemistry (DFT) in doing research. Fortunately, I had previous 



knowledge and practical experience of theoretical chemistry. It made it possible to proceed with the 
research faster. Once I was up to speed, I was given a lot of freedom and responsibility to conduct 
my research.  
 
 
Campus life 
 
What was life like at the university you visited? Campus life, nightlife and potential trips?  
 
The Notre Dame campus is one of the most iconic campuses in the US. It is very well taken care of 
and there are a lot of impressive buildings. Since I was there during the summer break and during 
the beginning of the semester, I experienced two seasons of campus life. Sports facilities and 
restaurants were still opened during the summer break, however, at reduced opening hours. Being 
such an iconic university, it attracts a lot of tourists during the summer break. I found it quite fun to 
be at a place that people actually come visit to check out the well-known campus buildings and the 
football stadium. Once the semester started, the campus was really packed with people at any hour 
of the day and there was always something going on.  
 
South Bend, which is the city where Notre Dame is located, have plenty of restaurants and bars but 
most of them are only reachable by car. Near campus there are some bars and restaurants which are 
possible to reach by foot if you stay on campus or just closely off campus.  
 
Chicago is only a couple of hours away and it’s worth one visit or two.  
 
 
How much did it cost living in your city? How did you finance the stay in the U.S? Scholarship or 
private funds? If you received any scholarship, did you need to send any documents to the university 
in order to receive the funds? 
 
My stay in the US was funded by the scholarship I received from the university. In order to receive 
my payment I had to acquire an American bank account and a social security number, both of which 
required some paperwork.  
 
 
How did you find housing during your stay at the university and how much did it cost? How satisfied 
were you with the housing situation? 
 
I got it through an advertisement in a closed network called “inside Notre Dame”, in which I gained 
access to months ahead of my arrival. Since many students leave during the summer, a lot of 
vacancies emerge and it’s not too hard to get hold of a room or apartment. I rented a room in a 
house off campus and got two roommates which I spent most of my free time with during my stay. I 
really enjoyed spending the summer with my roomies.  
 
Application 
 
Were there any problems that did arise during your stay that you think future students need to know 
about? In such case, which problems did you encounter? 
 
Yes, since I was enrolled as a student, the administration required me to have an “American based 
insurance plan”. That disqualified my travel insurance I got from my Swedish insurance company. I 
ended up getting the insurance plan that the university offered themselves and paid 360 USD for the 
full stay. One might find cheaper plans offered by other insurance companies.  
 



What documents did you need to send to the university and what did you need to bring to the 
embassy in order to get your visa approved? 
 
DS-2019, proof of visa payment, letter from the university that stated me as a recipient of the 
scholarship.  
 
 


